James Watt (1736 -1819) was deeply integrated into the intellectual and entrepreneurial circles of his day, which have been studied and described in many ways. In his book David Miller addresses the history of Watt's activities in chemistry firmly in the context of both his steam engine work and the rest of his intellectual environment.
In the introduction he gives a brief overview of Watt's life, and the cultivation of his public image and reputation. He also outlines the specific intent of his study, 'to partially recast our understanding of James Watt's improvements of the steam engine and the natural philosophical basis for them'. This is in preference to a comprehensive history of Watt's chemical connections and activities. Miller asserts that a history of Watt's chemistry written apart from the steam engine activity would reinforce an artificial divide between the two and hinder the understanding of both. A broader purpose is to exemplify some of the ways in which historical sources can be profoundly misleading, through both accident and design, and also at the time and afterwards.
There are two main sections in the book. The first is 'Representations'-of statues, kettles and engine indicators (including a bizarre story with a photograph of a visitor information office in the form of a giant yellow kettle), the demise of the 'chemical Watt' in the nineteenth century, and the rise of the 'mechanical Watt' as a philosophical engineer. The second part, 'Realities', discusses Watt's chemistry of heat, the steam engine as chemistry, and the evolution of the indicator, or 'Why Watt was not a proto-thermodynamicist'.
For a short refresher survey of James Watt's chemical work, I would recommend a quick look at the 1985 paper 1 by Jennifer S. Pugh and John Hudson (which is not mentioned in the bibliography). Alternatively, the first few pages of the second section cover it, but by then you are already halfway through. In this section, Miller emphasizes his belief that it is a mistake to separate Watt's philosophical chemistry (on the chemistry of water and airs, frequently presented as 'failure') from his 'cookbook chemistry' (on glazes, varnishes, inks, bleaching agents, medically promising airs and, of course, steam, which were ingenious, entrepreneurial and in a very real way successful). Miller's argument is that Watt was thoroughly convinced that there was a connection between the chemistry of airs and the chemistry of steam, so his practical and theoretical studies were interrelated as a result.
The health warning is that Watt was not a systematic chemist. He read widely and *jane.insley@sciencemuseum.org.uk 2009 operated in a magpie fashion, picking up and developing ideas if they looked as though they might be useful. Eighteenthcentury chemistry was in a complex and confused state, and Watt straddled the rival concepts of phlogiston and oxygen. Miller characterizes Watt as a 'lumper' rather than a 'splitter', believing in a fundamental unity of families of airs rather than seeing the newly discovered airs as having distinct chemical identities.
The temptation is to quote extensively from the text-Miller has an enjoyable writing style, and it is anything but a turgid read. The balance of the book is good-the two sections are topped and tailed with introduction and conclusions, one-fifth of the book is endnotes (given at the back of the book and keyed to the pages on which they occur, which in my view works well) and the 16-page bibliography is very wide-ranging, as it must be if one is scouring the literature for examples of representation and appropriation. The book looks handsome overall, but the pictures are halftone (oh, those dots-the pictures are screened photos, giving a pre-pixellation dotted appearance which is a little odd in these days of high-resolution digital imagery) and I did note two howler typographic errors on my first read through, which ruined their respective sentences (on pages 104 and 117, for any future editions or reprints).
The archival resources for James Watt may be finite, but they are also vast; there is plenty of scope still for revisiting and for the extraction of fruitful insights.
References to them are not, however, immutable-the huge microfilm resource of his correspondence and papers generated at Birmingham Central Library from 1993 has been re-catalogued, and roll numbers have changed. Nevertheless the availability of microfilm allows historical study at a distance, a facility increasingly offered through the World Wide Web. This will have been useful for Miller, who is currently based at the University of New South Wales in Sydney, although as his acknowledgements make clear he has travelled extensively overseas to pursue his interest. And on the Web things can change-he has noted that a couple of his references are from Web pages that have been discontinued, a prospect it is worth remembering.
I read this book with considerable interest as I am currently privileged to be researching the chemicals in James Watt's garret workshop, preserved at the Science Museum, London. This is the kitchen cupboard for his cookbook chemistry. It is therefore a timely reminder for me that, as Miller says in conclusion, 'James Watt was a chemist. He was also an engineer. We understand him, and the origins of the steam age, better if we can see him as both at the same time.' Book Review
